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SKY NEWS 2016 ELECTION COVERAGE WINS   
TV WEEK LOGIE AWARD  

SKY NEWS has been awarded its first TV Week Logie Award for its ground-breaking coverage of the 2016 
Federal Election. 
 
Acknowledged in the competitive category of Most Outstanding News Coverage, the SKY NEWS team 
pushed new boundaries to deliver its unrivalled coverage of the 2016 Election.  
 
This is the second time the SKY NEWS 2016 Election team coverage has been acknowledged, following a 
prestigious Walkley Award win last year. 
 
Angelos Frangopoulos, CEO Australian News Channel said: “When we put together our 2016 Election plan 
it was with the sole aim of fully informing Australians about the people, the parties and the policies they 
could choose from to lead and shape our nation. This win is testament to the team’s unwavering 
commitment to deliver quality journalism and unrivalled political analysis.” 
 
Across the extraordinary eight week campaign, the team consistently broke exclusive stories, delivered 
innovative, engaging programming and drove the news agenda with exclusive insights from an 
unprecedented line-up of political insiders who provided the sharpest observations of the campaign.  
 
Political Editor David Speers set the tone days before the campaign when he interviewed the Prime 
Minister and exposed Malcolm Turnbull’s attempts to hide the true cost of his central election promise: the 
ten year company tax cut plan. David also broke news of the Liberal revolt over the government’s 
superannuation policy and conducted a revealing interview with Labor MP David Feeney over the 
Schoolkids Bonus. 
 
The campaign also saw SKY NEWS take to the streets, airing hundreds of live broadcast events around 
the country. SKY NEWS anchor Paul Murray took his program Paul Murray LIVE on the road to marginal 
electorates nationwide, where candidates and MP’s faced national media attention for the first time.   
 
A special election programming event The SKY NEWS People’s Forum in Windsor brought Malcolm 
Turnbull and Bill Shorten face-to-face for the first time in front of undecided voters. In the final week SKY 
NEWS hosted The Focus Group, a revealing insight into the mindset of ordinary voters. The campaign 
coverage culminated in a marathon election night broadcast bringing the entire team together.   
 
SKY NEWS is Australia’s unrivalled 24 hour multi-channel, multi-platform news service, home to informed 
opinion and debate featuring the nation’s most influential commentators and political insiders.  
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About SKY NEWS 
 

The SKY NEWS channels are operated by Australian News Channel Pty Ltd and include SKY NEWS LIVE, SKY NEWS Business, SKY NEWS 

Weather, SKY NEWS Multiview, A-PAC Australia’s Public Affairs Channel, SKY NEWS New Zealand and Australia Channel for international 

audiences. Australian News Channel is owned by News Corp Australia, a subsidiary of News Corp.  
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